NOORDHOEK HOUSE

THIS SPREAD, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

California

DREAMING

This modern Noordhoek, Cape house embraces both a tropical and a desert ethos
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The living room is furnished with
armchairs by John Vogel. The charcoal used
for the feature wall behind the fireplace has
a touch of green to complement the many
plants that Kathy pots and sells online.
The lush lawn is thanks to a borehole.
The dense planting around the pool
hides the boundary fence as well as the
neighbouring houses, but doesn’t obscure
the magnificent view of Chapman’s Peak.

WHO LIVES HERE
Designer Kathy Burns and her husband, Iain, a
businessman, their two children, Jemima (15) and
Saxon (11) and their pointer, Lola.

THE HOUSE
A low-slung, contemporary, L-shaped single-storey
house with four bedrooms and three bathrooms.
Generous living areas open up completely to the deck,
15m lap pool and verdant garden.

his isn’t a new house,” says
Kathy, “but the beauty of it is
that the modernist design has
certainly stood the test of time.
The architect, Bert Pepler, orientated
the building so that it’s protected from
the South-Easter, captures the sun in

T

winter and is cool in summer, shaded by
the large overhanging roof line.”
According to Bert, he based the
design on a Californian model for
simple, cost-effective homes built
for returning servicemen after
WWII. He took the ordinary –

a flat, rather characterless piece of
suburban land – and on it created
something extraordinary.
The street façade is unassuming, with
one large picture window punctuating
the long line of charcoal wall. It’s an
inspired window because the road in
front is the only way for horses to get to
the beach, so there’s a continual parade
of riders and children on skateboards
or carrying surfboards. “Often friends
stop and shout hello. This is a unique
neighbourhood in that our children
have the same free and easy lifestyle that
we enjoyed as children,” says Kathy.
“The house is 500m from the beach
where I run. It’s a beach house with
the smell of the sea, but rather than
views of the ocean it looks out onto
the mountains over Chapman’s Peak,”
she explains. Kathy and Iain, who are
from Durban, have imbued the house
with their tropical style, filling spaces
with large vases of delicious monsters,
staghorn ferns and succulents that Kathy
cuts from the garden.
The house exudes a sense of 
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natural earthiness with stone and
wood offsetting the lush greenery
both indoors and out. The design is a
monument to simplicity and filled with
light that settles in a quietness that’s
totally relaxing. “It’s a clean-living home
with simple lines,” says Kathy. “I’ve
combined African artefacts, hanging
cane lampshades, baskets and a Senufo
chief stool with locally designed and
manufactured furniture such as the
two John Vogel armchairs in the living
room, the Vogel dining room chairs and
the dining table specially made for us

by James Mudge. It all evolved without
a plan,” she says. “We just brought
together things that we both love.”
Warm, wooden panelling around the
fireplace and on the floors and ceiling
gives a rich natural texture to the large
flowing spaces. The living room glass
doors slide back to open up one wall
seamlessly into the garden. Clerestory
windows give a sense that the roof is
floating, drawing in the views of the
mountain and the northern light at the
same time.
The garden is designed in such a way

that no other houses are visible. “At first,
we planted a lot of proteas, presuming
that they’d do well here,” says Kathy.
“Unfortunately that wasn’t the case
and they all died in the sandy soil. It’s
just been trial and error. The aloes
thrive and so do the tropical plants, in a
contradictory way,” she notes.
Iain is the gardener and has mulched
and composted to establish a verdant
look. Kathy and Iain have made no
structural changes since they bought the
property eight years ago, but are now
planning a simple addition, a chill 

THIS SPREAD, FROM LEFT TO

The veranda has a
built-in sitting area and a
coffee table recycled from an
old wooden one that Iain
and Kathy bought in a junk
shop in Kalk Bay many years
ago. The array of cushions is
from Kathy’s online shop,
Bungalow Living. Looking
from the living room across
to the kitchen. The large
picture window looks onto
the street.
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Kathy set up her desk in the area between the main living area and the passage to the
bedroom wing. It’s minimally furnished with a John Vogel chair. Some of the products Kathy sells on her Bungalow Living website.
The main bedroom features cushions printed with Kathy’s photographs. There are also two of her photographs on the wall.

room for the children and a new
workroom for Kathy’s burgeoning
online business.
Set up a year ago, Bungalow Living
sells accessories such as cushions that
Kathy prints with her own botanical
photographs, delicious monsters
being outright winners. “My love of
photography inspired me to use my
images on cushions, tote bags and
ceramics,” she says. “I sell to about 12
different shops, too.” She also has a range
of botanical pottery bowls, candleholders,
platters and turned wood plant pots. 
THIS PAGE, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

Kathy chose soft grey tones for her
workroom furnished with low,
comfortable sofas and Bamileke stools.
The kitchen features a combination of
white, charcoal and wood finishes.
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